APPENDIX

Product Logo
Fixed Recipe

HIGH VITAMIN INSTANT JUICE POWDER FROM PINAPPLE AND CUCUMBER

*Ingredients

- Pinapple: 75gr
- Cucumber: 25gr
- Sugar: 100gr
- Water: 150ml

*Equipment

- Knife
- Bowl
- Stove
- Filter
- Blender
- Saucepan
- Cutting board
- Spoon
- Spatula
- Weight scale
- Plastic scale
- Peeler

*How to Make

- Cut all ingredient till small
- Blend it with water until mixed well
- Strain it, take the juice
- Put it in the sauce pan
- Heat it until bowling then lower the heat until middle heat
- Add sugar little by little
- Stir with stable and constantly until it become crystal
- Strin it and take the powder to packaging done
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